
 Adam needed to sin by eating the fruit, otherwise he wouldn’t have  become 
mortal and wouldn’t have been able to establish the human race. The Fall 
isn’t a big deal to Mormons. 

 
 
Do Mormons still believe this? Officially, no. One of the Presidents in the 1970’s got 
a series of revelations that some of the early teaching of the church was wrong. 
Unofficially, it’s hard to say... 
 
 

 What role does the Fall play in our understanding of Christianity? 
 
 

 What do you know about the concept of Original Sin? 
  
  

 What do you think about the idea that we can become gods one day? 
 
 

Salvation 
Mormons believe that only those who live good lives and prove themselves        
obedient to the Heavenly Father's commandments, will receive the ordinances of 
salvation. Those who repent of their sins will be able to return to the Heavenly    
Father's presence (and become gods)  

So it’s not really salvation by faith. It’s salvation by works. Mormons believe that 
most people get to go to heaven, but only to a lower level and only good Mormons 
get to the highest level. 
 
There might be some good news though. Mormons have a habit of baptising people 
on their behalf (and without them knowing!) so you may have been baptised into the 
Mormon church without even knowing it. 
 

Final thoughts... 
One of the big issues with the Church of Latter Day Saints is this idea that the 
President has a hotline to God and whatever he hears from God becomes Canon. 
Cults start this way too when someone ‘gets a word from God’ and no-one can 
question it.(A lot of Christians would consider Mormonism a Cult)  
 

 What should we do when we disagree with something we are taught at 
church or at Youth Group? 

 
 
There’s a cool bible passage that talks about this. Check out  Acts 17:10-12.  

 What does this passage have to say to us about how we learn and what 
and who we should listen to? 

The Church of Latter Day Saints goes back to 1823 when the angel 
Moroni appeared to a 17-year-old boy called Joseph Smith. Moroni 
told Smith about a series of gold plates which contained the full gospel 
(the Christian gospel is missing a few important parts according to 
Mormons), which had been told by Jesus to a group of ancient        
inhabitants who had once lived in America.  
 
I once got my haircut from a guy who was going out with a Mormon 
girl. He’d been to her church a few times and this was how he         
described it: 
 
“They’re really nice people, but they believe a lot of weird stuff” 
 
And that’s a good way of describing Mormons. Here’s some of the 
‘weird’ things they believe: 

 We pre-existed as a spirit in another realm. Then we receive a 
physical body and came to earth for a while before we become a 
spirit (or a god if we really behave) again one day... 

 There was race of people who came to America called the Jaredites 
who domesticated animals including elephants, “cureloms and   
cumoms”. What are they? No one knows... 

 Jesus came to America and preached the Sermon on the Mount to 
the Native Americans. 

 The Garden of Eden is in Missouri 

 They believe in multiple worlds and multiple gods. 

 God used to be a man on another world and that he became a god 
by following the laws and ordinances of his god on his home 
world.  He brought his wife to this world, a woman he had married 
on the other world.  

 They believe in 3 levels of heaven. The top level (which, if you gain 
entry, is where you become your own god), requires you to shake 
hands with god 4 times. If you’re worried that you don’t know the 
handshake, you can find it on YouTube. 

 Lucifer and Jesus were brothers 
 
BUT!!! If you ever meet a Mormon, good luck trying to get them to 
admit to any of this! 

 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ordinance_%28Mormonism%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salvation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Repentance#In_Christianity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sin#Christian_views_of_sin


Mormons also used to believe in polygamy (a man could have lots of wives), that 
Jesus had 3 wives and had kids, and that African people couldn’t enter into the 
highest level of heaven. 
 

What do Mormons believe? 
This is actually tricky to pin down and here’s why. Mormons have an open 
Canon, so it keeps changing. The canon is the bible and the Mormons have 4 of 
them. They have the Christian bible (although it is the Joseph Smith Translation 
and is different), the Book of Mormon, The Pearl of Great Price and Doctrines 
and Covenants. 
 
The head of the Church of Latter Day Saints is called the President and one of 
his roles is to discover what God’s will is for the church, and to listen to what 
God is teaching them. What this also means is that they can change scripture. 
Hence, because of revelations that different presidents have received, polygamy 
is not allowed for Mormons anymore (on this planet anyway), Jesus probably 
didn’t get married, and Africans can enter into the highest level of heaven. And a 
bunch of other things... What it also means is that some of the weird stuff they 
used to believe, they can ignore now. 

 
What is the bible to a Mormon? 

For Christians our canon (bible) is closed. We can’t change it, we can’t ignore it, 
and so (this is totally meant as a joke), we’re stuck with it. 

 How much do you know about how the bible was formed? 
 
 

 What parts of the bible do people have a hard time with? 
 
 
 

 What makes some parts of the bible difficult? 
 
 

 What do we do with the parts of the bible that are difficult? 
 
 
Mormons on the other hand can just change things.... 

 If you could change something in the bible, what would you change? 
 
 
 

 But because you can’t change it, how does it affect your walk as a       
follower of Christ? 

 
 

What do Mormons believe about the Christian bible? 
"We believe the Bible to be the word of God as far as it is translated 

correctly; we also believe the Book of Mormon to be the word of God." 
 
Mormons believe that there are errors with our bible and that the Book of   Mor-
mon corrects those errors. 
 

How Should we Interpret the Bible? 
Baptists have a long tradition of something called Sola Scriptura which means 
by scripture alone. This is the idea that the bible contains all the knowledge that 
is needed for salvation and to be a disciple. 
In saying that, there are doctrines (the trinity being the obvious example), that 
aren’t clearly explained in the bible and the church has developed their       un-
derstanding of them since the bible was written. 
John Wesley, who helped found the Methodist Church, came up with a system 
of how we interpret the bible and how we use it to understand God. 
 
1. The Bible: We always must start with the Bible as our source of     knowl-

edge and understanding. 
2. Church Tradition: What has the church taught about a particular     sub-

ject for the last 2,000 years.   
3. Human Reason: What conclusions do we come to when we try to    un-

derstand the bible with a rational mind. 
4. Experience: Do our conclusions line up with human experience? Our own 

and that of the community? (ie. If you’re the only one who thinks a   passage 
means something, you’re probably wrong!) 

 

 What do you think are some of the pro’s and con’s of this system of      
interpreting the bible? 

 

 Would the Mormon bible(s) and Mormon theology pass this test? 

 
 

Who is God? 
This is what they used to believe... 
Adam was once a mortal man who was resurrected and because he was   faith-
ful became a god. From another planet, Adam brought Eve, one of his wives, 
with him to the earth, where they became mortal by eating the fruit of the Garden 
of Eden. After establishing the human race, they returned to their heavenly 
thrones where Adam serves as the god of this world. Later, Adam returned to 
the earth to become the literal father of Jesus.  

There’s a few things to note here... 

 We too can become a god like Adam, if we’re faithful  
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